1. With square color side up, fold through diagonals & horizontals.

2. Delineate indicated creases and unfold.

3. Delineate indicated creases and unfold.

4. Collapse base along indicated creases.

5. Fold sides in while petal folding center upwards. Repeat behind.

6. Valley folds, then unfold.
7. Open sink both sides.

8. Fold flap to left, repeat behind.

9. Swivel fold, dividing angle A by 1/3, then repeat behind.

10. Fold behind.

11. Crimp head assembly into body, while swinging ears forward.

12. Flip model, top to bottom.
13. Lift leg assembly backward.

14. Close leg with indicated creases.

15. Swing hind leg assembly downward with an interior crimp.

16. Reverse fold hind leg, and repeat behind.

17. Reverse fold again, and repeat behind.

18. Fold leg to right, while performing one more reverse fold. Repeat behind.
19. Reverse fold tail in and out.

20. Repeat one more time on the tail.

21. Valley or outside reverse leg and mountain face. Repeat behind.

22. Crimp hind legs, outside reverse nose, reverse forelegs, and valley fold each ear.

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. Tuck loose paper inside

27. Round ears and fatten to taste.